ABSTRACT. Inspired by Charles Taylor's recent quest for the meaning of religion today, this article concentrates on the question of the meaning of religious education (RE) today. The focus is not so much on the 'what' but instead more on the 'where' (the locus) and the 'how' (the function) of RE. The view on what is held to be a pedagogically tenable position regarding RE is build up by methodologically using a differentiated practical-theological three-course model that distinguishes between the public, the social and the private domain. Developments and tendencies within the three domains are shown in respect with religion as such and RE in particular. It is made clear what this may mean for religious educators and philosophers of religious education today, who conceptualize religious education as an impossible possibility.
INTRODUCTION
What is the meaning of religion today? This is the question the Canadian philosopher Charles Taylor raises in Varieties of Religion Today. William James Revisited (Taylor, 2002) . Taylor is dealing with the shifts that have occurred during the 20th century in the relation between religion, society and the individual. His starting point is the classical work of William James, The Varieties of Religious Experience (James, 1902) . A book mostly interpreted as dealing exclusively with the perspective of the religiosity of the individual. Taylor is asking himself what the topicality of James's view is for us at the beginning of the 21st century. James's attention was nearly exclusively focused on the original experience of the individual, on the ''feelings, acts, and experiences of individual men in their solitude, so far as they apprehend themselves to stand in relation to whatever they may consider the divine'' (James, 1902, p. 31) . Not religious institutions, traditions and creeds have religiously speaking motivating force for the individual person, but responses to prayers, conversations with the unseen, voices and visions, changes of the heart, deliverances from fear, inflowings of help, as well as assurances of support. Aptly summarizing James's view, Taylor states that the real locus of religion is in the individual experience and not in corporate life (Taylor, 2002, p. 7) .
I will come back to the issue of the individualization of religiosity later, but now I want to outline why Taylor asserts that notwithstanding the topicality of James's view his analysis is insufficient and inadequate to be fully valid for the situation in which we find ourselves nowadays. Firstly, in James's analysis the collective and communal religious life is only dealt with as the derived, second-hand result of the original religious life of some highly gifted individuals, some religious virtuosi as Weber coined them. There is no possibility as it seems for ''a collective connection through a common way of being '' (Taylor, 2002, p. 24) , for instance in the form of the church as a sacramental communion. Secondly, James plays off the individual aspect of religion too strong against, and at the detriment of the collective aspect. This is the reason that the relation between inner religious experience and social embeddedness is neglected. In James's approach the individual domain seems completely detached from the social and the public domain. With this view, James in a certain sense anticipated on what Taylor himself has characterized as the 'expressive individualism' that became manifest since the sixties in the second halve of the 20th century. In this 'culture of authenticity' persons should try and find their own way in the domain of religion in stead of being submitted to a model that is imposed from outside by tradition, community or by religious and political authorities (Taylor, 1991, p. 25 ff) .
Taylor does fully acknowledge the strong individualized nature of the spiritual way individuals are going today, but he is very doubtful whether this means that any relation with religious communities is completely missing. Besides, he has doubts about the view that says that in relation to religion there is no relation with the public and the political domain whatsoever in the factual life of individuals.
